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Quantum machine learning is an emerging field at the intersection of machine learning and quantum computing. Classical cross entropy plays a central role in machine learning. We define its
quantum generalization, the quantum cross entropy, prove its lower bounds, and investigate its relation to quantum fidelity. In the classical case, minimizing cross entropy is equivalent to maximizing
likelihood. In the quantum case, when the quantum cross entropy is constructed from quantum data
undisturbed by quantum measurements, this relation holds. Classical cross entropy is equal to negative log-likelihood. When we obtain quantum cross entropy through empirical density matrix based
on measurement outcomes, the quantum cross entropy is lower-bounded by negative log-likelihood.
These two different scenarios illustrate the information loss when making quantum measurements.
We conclude that to achieve the goal of full quantum machine learning, it is crucial to utilize the
deferred measurement principle.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Machine learning has attracted interests from various
fields as a powerful tool for finding patterns in data. Supported by machine learning technology, computer programs can improve automatically through experience,
which has enabled a wide spectrum of applications: from
visual and speech recognition, effective web search, to
study of human genomics [1, 2]. Classical machine learning techniques have also found many interesting applications in different disciplines of quantum physics [3–10].
With the advancement of quantum information science
and technology, there is both theoretical and practical interest in understanding quantum systems, building quantum devices, developing quantum algorithms, and ultimately, taking advantage of quantum supremacy [11, 12].
Quantum machine learning overlaps with the current interests in quantum computing and machine learning in
many different aspects. For supervised and unsupervised
machine learning tasks, we are usually given a set of
training data and a set of test data. We process the
training data using our learning algorithm, so that we
can form a prediction model. Then we use the prediction model to process the test data and give predictions. The learning algorithm usually consists of several
steps. Hence, there can be different levels of quantization. At the lowest level, we can use classical processors
and classical learning algorithms to study quantum systems [3–10]. Moreover, we can transform part or all of
the learning algorithm to be quantum, so that we can
speed up the learning process or improve the learning
performance [13–17]. The ultimate goal is to achieve full
quantum machine learning, where the input data and
output predictions, the processing device, and the learning algorithms, are all fully quantum and enjoy quantum
supremacy. While there have been many attempts in designing quantum machine learning architectures [18–23],
the theoretical aspects of quantum machine learning are

still lacking.
In this work, we study the quantum generalizations
of the cross entropy and maximum likelihood principle.
Cross entropy is widely adopted as a loss function for machine learning tasks. To achieve full quantum machine
learning, we have to process quantum data and quantum
training procedures, which makes a quantum version of
cross entropy desirable. We believe that with a loss function more closely related to the quantum nature of quantum systems, there is a large sea of possible quantum
machine learning algorithms that can provide speed-ups
or enhance performance for various tasks. At the same
time, previous works [24–33] show that the study of a
quantum version of an important classical quantity itself is interesting and opens doors for many applications
in the quantum regime. Many supervised, unsupervised,
and semi-supervised machine learning algorithms, including but not limited to logistic regression, Gaussian discriminant analysis, and the EM algorithm, are based on
the maximum likelihood principle. The principle tells
us to estimate the parameters of a statistical model by
maximizing a likelihood function, so that the observed
data is most probable. Classically, minimizing the cross
entropy is the same as maximizing the likelihood. More
concretely, classical cross entropy is equal to average negative log-likelihood. It is natural to ask: do these relations hold in the quantum case? If they don’t always
hold, what can we learn from that? Our work answers
these questions.
In Section II, we define a new quantum information quantity, the quantum cross entropy S(ρ, σ) =
− tr(ρ log σ), as a direct quantum generalization of the
classical cross entropy. We proved its positivity, invariance under unitaries, linearity on the first argument, convexity on the second argument, and joint convexity. We
also show that it is lower-bounded by the negative log
fidelity, namely S(ρ, σ) ≥ − log tr(ρσ) ≥ − log F (ρ, σ).
In Section III, we review the classical cross entropy, the
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maximum likelihood principle, and their interplay. In
Section IV, we examine quantum cross entropies constructed from different formats of quantum data. When
the quantum data used for quantum cross entropy is
undisturbed by quantum measurements, minimizing the
quantum cross entropy is the same as maximizing the
likelihood function. Unfortunately, this doesn’t hold
when measurements come into play. However, we still
have something worth-noting when our quantum cross
entropy is reconstructed from the empirical density matrix, a quantum generalization of the empirical probability distribution. In this case, quantum cross entropy
is lower-bounded by negative log-likelihood. The inequality, as well as the differences between two scenarios, shows that quantum measurements, and the information loss comes with it, breaks some nice properties
that hold in the classical case. With this, we propose a
guiding principle for doing full quantum machine learning, which is that we should maximize the usage of deferred measurement principle when designing quantum
algorithms, to avoid strange behaviors [34] in quantum
machine learning.

II.

Now we show that classical cross entropy has lower
bounds:
H(p, q) ≥ − log

where F (p, q) =
delity.

(1)

where Ep is the expectation value operator with respect
to the distribution p.
For discrete probability distributions p and q with the
same support X , the classical cross entropy is
X

p(x) log q(x).

P

p

x∈X

p(x)q(x)

2

(4)

is the classical fi-

Proof. The first inequality is a consequence of concavity
of the log function. For the second inequality, let h(x) =
p(x)q(x), it is enough to show that
X

h(x) ≤

x∈X

Xp

h(x)

2

,

(5)

x∈X

which is manifest.
We define the quantum cross entropy by extending the
classical definition from probability distributions to density matrices. For two density matrices ρ and σ, the
quantum cross entropy is
S(ρ, σ) = − tr(ρ log σ),

Despite the fact that classical cross entropy, classical
and quantum relative entropies are defined and studied,
a formal definition of quantum cross entropy is lacking.
In this section, we first review the definition of classical
cross entropy, and show its connection to classical fidelity.
We then generalize this concept to the quantum case, and
present properties and physical intuitions of the quantum
cross entropy.
In classical information theory, the cross entropy is the
average number of bits needed to encode data coming
from a source with distribution p when we use model
q to define our code-book. Formally, the classical cross
entropy of the distribution q relative to a distribution p
over a given set is defined as [35]

H(p, q) = −


p(x)q(x) ≥ − log F (p, q),

x∈X

QUANTUM CROSS ENTROPY

H(p, q) = −Ep [log q],

X

(6)

if the support of ρ is contained in the support of σ, and
+∞ otherwise.
Equivalently, it can be written as
S(ρ, σ) = S(ρkσ) − tr(ρ log ρ) = S(ρkσ) + S(ρ),

(7)

where S(ρkσ) is the quantum relative entropy, and S(ρ)
is the von Neumann entropy of ρ. This shows that our
definition of quantum cross entropy is consistent with existing definitions, and Eq (7) has exactly the same form as
Eq (3). Hence, the quantum cross entropy is also a quantum distance measure. We conjecture that the quantum
cross entropy is the average number of qubits needed to
encode data from a quantum source represented by density matrix ρ, when we use a rather universal compression
protocol for quantum source σ.
Now we summarize some properties of quantum cross
entropy.
1. S(ρ, σ) is zero if and only if ρ = σ and ρ is a pure
state, otherwise it is positive.
2. S(ρ, σ) is invariant under simultaneous unitary transformation on both ρ and σ:

(2)

x∈X

Equivalently, it can be written as the sum of Shannon
entropy H(p) and KL divergence from p to q (also known
as classical relative entropy of q with respect to p):
H(p, q) = H(p) + DKL (pkq).

(3)

S(ρ, σ) = S(U ρU † , U σU † ).

(8)

3. Linearity on the first argument:
S

X
i

 X
pi ρi , σ =
pi S(ρi , σ).
i

(9)
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4. Convexity on the second argument:
 X
 X
S ρ,
qj σj ≤
qj S(ρ, σj ).
j

(10)

j

− tr(ρn log σ) ≥ − log tr(ρn σ).

Proof. This follows from the joint convexity of the relative entropy S(ρkσ). When ρ is a given density matrix, − tr(ρ log ρ) is cancelled, so the remainder term
− tr(ρ log σ) is convex with respect to σ.
5. Joint Convexity:
X
 XX
X
S
pi ρi ,
qj σj ≤
pi qj S(ρi , σj ).
i

j

i

(11)

j

This is a corollary of Properties 3 and 4.
6. S(ρ, σ) has lower bounds:
S(ρ, σ) ≥ − log tr(ρσ) ≥ − log F (ρ, σ),
where F (ρ, σ) = tr
between two states.

(12)

p
2
ρ1/2 σρ1/2 is the quantum fidelity

Proof. We work in finite dimensional Hilbert spaces so
the density matrices are n × n Hermitian matrices. The
condition supp(ρ) ⊆ supp(σ) is necessary to have S(ρ, σ)
well defined. If rank(σ) = s ≤ n, we may reduce the
problem to an s dimensional Hilbert space. So without
loss of generality, we take supp σ = In in n-dimensional
Hilbert space.
If supp(ρ) = supp(σ), then F = log σ and R =
log ρ are well-defined n × n Hermitian matrices, so by
Peierls-Bogoliubov inequality, together with the GoldenThompson inequality,
R

tr(eF eR ) ≥ tr(eF +R ) ≥ etr(F e ) .

(13)

We get the desired inequality by taking logarithm of
both sides.
If supp(ρ) ⊂ supp(σ), the inequality can be obtained
via a limiting procedure as follows. Consider a sequence
of density matrices ρn such that supp(ρn ) = supp(σ) and
lim kρn − ρk = 0.

(14)

n→∞

Here k·k denotes the operator norm. It is straightforward
to show that
lim − tr(ρn log σ) = − tr(ρ log σ),

n→∞

lim − log tr(ρn σ) = − log tr(ρσ).

n→∞

(15)

(16)

For Eq (15),
0 ≤ lim | tr((ρn − ρ) log σ)| ≤ k log σk lim kρn − ρk = 0.
n→∞

Eq (16) can be proved similarly. As supp(ρn ) = supp(σ),
we can apply the Peierls-Bogoliubov inequality as before
to obtain

n→∞

(17)

(18)

The existence of the limit under n → ∞ on both sides
implies the desired inequality when supp(ρ) ⊂ supp(σ).
Now we investigate when the first inequality achieves
equality S(ρ, σ) = − log tr(ρσ). The Golden-Thompson
inequality holds if and only if when F and R commute.
That is, when the density matrices ρ and σ can be simultaneously diagonalized. Intuitively, there exists a set of
bases, in which both ρ and σ ”look like classical probability distributions”. Hence, it suffices to investigate the
Peierls-Bogoliubov inequality when ρ and σ are classical
distributions. This inequality, which is a corollary of the
Klein’s inequality, makes use of the convexity of the logarithmic function. The equality holds in either of the two
cases. First, when σ = eg I, that is, it is in a maximally
mixed state, or a uniform distribution. The eg factor can
be fixed by the normalization condition of the state σ.
Second, when ρ commutes with σ and rank(ρ) = 1.
The second inequality is a consequence of monotonicity of Schatten norm kT
p k1 ≥ kT k2 , with positive semidefinite matrix T =
ρ1/2 σρ1/2 . The equality holds
when T is of rank 1. This is the case when ρ and σ are
identical pure states.
As an interesting side note, we give a simple scenario
[36] where the quantum cross entropy arises. Suppose
{Qi } is a complete set of projective measurement operators. If we measure state ρ, and do not read out
Pthe measurement result, then we obtain a state σ = i Qi ρQi .
In this case, the quantum cross entropy is actually the
von Neuman entropy of the after-measurement state
S(ρ, σ) = S(σ).

III.
CLASSICAL CROSS ENTROPY AND
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD PRINCIPLE

One property of classical cross entropy that plays
an important role in statistical learning theory, is that
classical cross entropy is equal to average negative loglikelihood, also called the log loss. Hence, maximizing likelihood is equivalent to minimizing cross entropy.
Many machine learning algorithms based on maximum
likelihood principle use cross entropy as a cost function,
especially when optimizing classification models. In this
section, we review the argument and provide some additional insights from a measurement perspective.
First we introduce the concept of likelihood. We understand and predict the nature by constructing models,
based on our observed data. For example, to estimate
how biased a coin is, we basically want to learn the probability θ of getting a head when flipping it, and we call
this θ our parameter. We collect our data D by doing
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a sequence of identically and independently distributed
coin flips and record the outputs:
D = x1 , x2 , ..., xN ,

(19)

where each xi is either Head or Tail.
The probability of getting a certain D, called the likelihood, is a function of parameter θ. Formally, the likelihood function is

L(θ) = P (D|θ) =

N
Y

where the indicator function 1{x = xi } = 1 if x = xi ,
and 1{x
P = xi } = 0 otherwise. This is a valid distribution
since x∈X PD (x) = 1.

The classical cross entropy H PD (x), Pθ (x) is
X

H PD (x), Pθ (x) = −
PD (x) log Pθ (x)
x∈X

=−

x∈X

P (xi |θ).

N
X
1
log P (xi |θ) = −l(θ),
=−
N
i=1

(20)

i=1

The principle of maximum likelihood says that we
should choose θ so as to make the data as highly probable
as possible, which is to choose the θ that maximizes the
likelihood function L(θ). The parameter θ also defines
a probability distribution Pθ (x) = P (x|θ), which tells us
the probability of generating an output x on a single trial.
Instead of maximizing L(θ), we can maximize any
strictly increasing function of L(θ). In particular, the average log-likelihood l(θ) can make derivations much easier
by turning the products into sums:
N
1 X
1
log P (D|θ) =
log P (xi |θ).
l(θ) =
N
N i=1

(21)

The maximum likelihood estimator is the parameter
which maximizes the (log) likelihood function:
θM LE = arg max l(θ).
θ

(22)

In more general cases, θ can be a vector or matrix, or
we can say we have multiple parameters θ1 , θ2 , ... , θm .
Our observed data can also be more complicated than a
sequence of heads and tails, it can be a sequence of vectors or matrices. While the data and parameters become
high-dimensional, the spirit of constructing a likelihood
function and maximizing it remains the same.
From a physicist’s perspective, we do a sequence of
classical measurements to get some classical outputs, and
we maximize the likelihood function to find the most
probable parameters for our model.
Now we show that classical cross entropy is equal to average negative log-likelihood. Note that the data points
xi ’s and the parameter θ can both be seen as vectors. A
corollary is that maximizing likelihood is equivalent to
minimizing classical relative entropy.
Suppose the probability distribution based on model
parameter θ is Pθ (x) = P (x|θ), where the support of x
is X , and our data is D = {xi |1 ≤ i ≤ N }. We can
construct the ”empirical data distribution”:

PD (x) =

X 1
1{x = xi } log P (x|θ)
(24)
N

N
1 X
1{x = xi },
N i=1

(23)

which is equal to the average negative log-likelihood function l(θ).
Hence, minimizing classical cross entropy is equivalent
to maximizing likelihood:


arg min H PD (x), Pθ (x) = arg max l(θ).
θ

θ

(25)

In practice, many machine learning algorithms based
on maximum likelihood principle uses classical cross entropy as a cost function.

IV.

THE QUANTUM GENERALIZATION: THE
COST OF QUANTUM MEASUREMENTS

One necessary component of full quantum machine
learning is to learn a quantum system from scratch. To
do so, we need to gain further understanding of what
”quantum data” means and how we obtain and manipulate them. To extract information from a quantum system, it is necessary to make measurements. However, we
all know too well that when we make measurements, we
disturb the quantum system and we lose some information of the original quantum system. Hence, it is crucial
to examine the effects of measurements.
The classical relation between the cross entropy and
likelihood can be decomposed into two parts:
1. Minimizing cross entropy is maximizing likelihood.
2. Cross entropy is equal to negative log-likelihood.
Note that likelihood is based on classical probabilities,
so we expect 2 to break down in the quantum case. Our
conclusion is that, when the quantum cross entropy is
from raw quantum data that is not affected by quantum measurements, 1 continues to hold. If we obtain
the quantum cross entropy through empirical density matrix, which is constructed from measurement outcomes,
then we have a modified version of 2: the quantum
cross entropy is lower bounded by negative log-likelihood.
The fundamental difference is the quantum data we use,
which is a reflection of different levels of quantum measurements used.
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A.

Minimizing quantum cross entropy is
maximizing likelihood

Many quantum machine learning tasks involve learning a rather complex quantum state, fully or partially.
Suppose we have a quantum state represented by density matrix ρ, with which we want to perform regression or classification tasks on, then naturally we put our
model parameters into a density matrix σ, with restrictions based on prior knowledge of ρ.
In the ideal scenario, in which our quantum computer
can calculate the quantum cross entropy directly without
disturbing the states, then we have the perfect quantum
data: quantum state ρ that has not been measured or
approximated. In this scenario, the quantum cross entropy used in calculation is S(ρ, σ) = − tr(ρ log σ), and
the model parameter that minimizes the quantum cross
entropy is ρ:

Here we have written δqjk = tr(Ejk δσ). Since we are free
to choose the proportion of each set of measurements,
nj ’s are completely arbitrary. The variational
condition
P
gives λqjk = pjk . However, we have k pjk = 1, this
fixes λ = 1 and gives qjk = pjk . As {Ejk } represents a
tomographic complete set of measurements, we conclude
that ρ = σ, and ρ can be calculated through linear inversion. Hence, that model parameter that maximizes the
log-likelihood is ρ:
arg max l(σ) = ρ.
σ

Combining Eqs (26) and (31), we conclude that in this
scenario, minimizing quantum cross entropy is maximizing likelihood:
arg min S(ρ, σ) = arg max l(σ).
σ

arg min S(ρ, σ) = arg min S(ρ||σ) = ρ.
σ

σ

B.

Nj
Njk
=
tr(Ejk ρ).
Nj →∞ N
N

(27)

We can write the average log-likelihood function l(σ)
by grouping the results into different sets:

l(σ) =

N
1 X
1 XX
log tr(Ei σ) =
Njk log tr(Ejk σ).
N i=1
N j
k

N

(28)
≡ nj , the log-likelihood

Defining qjk ≡ tr(Ejk σ), Nj
now takes the form
X X
l(σ) =
nj
pjk log qjk .
j

(29)

k

Now we perform the variation
P to l(σ) together with the
sets of constraints that ∀j,
k qjk = 1. The extremal
condition gives


X X
δ
nj
(pjk log qjk − λj qjk )
j

=

X
j

k

nj

(30)

X  pjk
k

qjk


− λj δqjk = 0.

σ

(32)

(26)

To obtain the likelihood function, we make tomographic complete measurements {Ei } on ρ. We may write
{Ei } as {Ejk }, where j labels the j-th set of measurement
operators, and kPlabels the k-th measurement operator
in the j-th set:
k Ejk = I, ∀j. We use the j-th set of
measurement operators Nj times,
P and the total number
of measurements made is N = j Nj . The probability
of having the k-th outcome using the j-th set of measurements is pjk = tr(Ejk ρ), and in the limit Nj → ∞ for all
j, by the law of large numbers, we have

lim

(31)

Quantum cross entropy is lower-bounded by
negative log-likelihood

In real life, fine-tuning a quantum circuit so that we
can vary σ and calculate S(ρ, σ) is hard, if not impossible. For practical purposes, we look at another approach, where we generate rather ”dirty” quantum data
through measurements. To do so, we borrow the ideas
of constructing empirical data distribution from classical
statistics.
In the classical case, we generate a bunch of data by
doing a bunch of independent classical measurements.
In the quantum case, our data generating process will
be doing quantum measurements on identical copies of
quantum states ρ. For now, we restrict our discussions
to projective measurements, so that in general, our measurement is described
P by a complete set of projectors
{Πm }, such that
Πm = I. Often, one can associate
the measurement to an observable A:
A=

X

mΠm ,

(33)

m

where Πm is the projector onto the eigenspace of A with
eigenvalue m. For each copy, we can make measurements
using different observables, which corresponds to different sets of measurement operators.
Constructing an empirical data distribution based on
classical measurements is straightforward, and the corresponding cross entropy H PD (x), Pθ (x) agrees with
the average negative log-likelihood. Now we need to construct an empirical density matrix based on our quantum measurement results. However, the fact that the
wave function collapses when making quantum measurements makes it impossible to make a simple and perfect
reconstruction. We have to give up some information,
which got lost when making the measurements. Hence,
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n-th copy of the quantum states, we construct the corresponding density matrices as
ρO
n =

Πn
Πn σΠn
, ρSn =
,
tr(Πn )
tr(Πn σ)

(35)

where the first equation corresponds to the operator perspective, and the second equation corresponds to the
state perspective.
A direct generalization of the classical case gives the
corresponding ”empirical density matrices”:

ρO =
FIG. 1. Illustrations of classical and quantum measurements.

the question becomes: what information can we directly
extract from a measurement, without solving equations
or doing other complicated manipulations?
We start from review the classical scenario and get
inspirations from it. When we flip a Bit and see it comes
back with a ”1”, there are two ways of interpreting it,
from a quantum perspective:
One way is to think that the ”1” represents the eigenvalue m of the observable A. Since what really matters
is which eigenspace we project into, in general quantum
cases, what we should care about is the corresponding
projector Πm . Hence, based on a single measurement
outcome m, we record our data as Πm / tr(Πm ). This
perspective focuses more on the operator that is associated to the measurement as in Eq (33), so we call it the
operator perspective.
Another way is to think that the ”1” represents the
state after the measurement. The problem is that, we
don’t really know the true ρ, so we can only represent it
by our model parameter σ, which is our belief of what ρ
should be. In this case, based on a single measurement
outcome m, we record our data as Πm σΠm / tr(Πm σ),
which is the state after the measurement, supposing the
original state was σ. This perspective focuses more on
the state, so we call it the state perspective.
Note that when all the projectors are of rank 1, then
the two perspectives agree, because
Πm σΠm
Πm
= Πm =
.
tr(Πm σ)
tr(Πm )

N
N
1 X Πn
1 X Πn σΠn
, ρS =
.
N n=1 tr(Πn )
N n=1 tr(Πn σ)

(36)

The quantum cross entropy can be written as follows,
for the operator and the state perspectives, respectively:
S(ρO , σ) = − tr(ρO log σ), S(ρS , σ) = − tr(ρS log σ).
(37)
The average log-likelihood of the outcomes of the total
N measurements is

l(σ) =

N
N
1 X
1 X
log P (Πn |σ) =
log tr(Πn σ).
N n=1
N n=1

(38)

Now we show that both quantum cross entropies are
lower bounded by the average negative log-likelihood.
The inequality can be seen as a reflection of the information loss when making quantum measurements. Hence,
when we design full quantum machine learning algorithms, it is crucial to reduce the number of quantum
measurements. Moreover, we should take advantage of
the deferred measurement principle as much as possible, so that we can reduce the disturbance from quantum
measurements in the midst of training phase.
Theorem 1. If we measure N identical copies of quantum state ρ and define the quantum cross entropies as
above, then
S(ρO , σ) ≥ −l(σ), S(ρS , σ) ≥ −l(σ).

(39)

Proof. This is an application of Property 6 of the quantum cross entropy.
(34)
tr(ρ log σ) ≤ log tr(ρσ).

A physical understanding is that suppose Πm = |ψihψ|,
then the quantum state we get after projection is |ψihψ|.
Note that in the classical case, the outcome of the measurement is always in a certain state, so there is no distinction between the two perspectives described above.
Now that we have N identical copies, we can actually
use N (possibly) different observables, and all we need
to record, are the projectors corresponding to the measurement results of the given observables. Hence, for the

(40)

To prove the operator perspective inequality, for each
n, we take ρ = ρO
n , so
tr(ρO
n log σ) =

tr(Πn log σ)
tr(Πn )

≤ log

tr(Πn σ)
tr(Πn )

(41)

!
≤ log tr(Πn σ).
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We then sum over n, this gives
N
1 X
S(ρ , σ) = −
tr(ρO
n log σ)
N n=1
O

(42)

N
1 X
log tr(Πn σ) = −l(σ).
≥−
N n=1

To prove the state perspective inequality, for each n,
we take ρ = ρSn , so
!
tr(Πn σΠn log σ)
tr(Πn σΠn σ)
S
tr(ρn log σ) =
≤ log
.
tr(Πn σΠn )
tr(Πn σΠn )
(43)
Let A = Πn σΠn . The Schatten norm ||A||1 ≥ ||A||2 .
Since A is a positive matrix,
||A||1 = tr |A| ≥ kAk2 = tr |A|2

 12

= tr A2

 21

.

(44)

We then have
log

tr(Πn σΠn σ)
tr(Πn σΠn )

!
= log

tr A2
tr A

(45)

≤ log tr A = log tr(Πn σ).
Summing over n gives

S(ρS , σ) = −

N
1 X
tr(ρSn log σ)
N n=1

N
1 X
≥−
log tr(Πn σ) = −l(σ).
N n=1

(46)

Remark 1. (Equality condition of the theorem) We now
investigate the conditions for achieving equality in Eq
(39). For the operator perspective, let the support projector of state σ be Pσ . To satisfy the last equality, for
all Πn ’s such that Πn Pσ 6= 0, we require rank(Πn ) = 1.
To also satisfy the first equality, for all Πn ’s such that
Πn Pσ 6= 0, Πn should commute with σ. The equality
condition can be summarized as follows. If we measure
an observable O, then the equality holds if and only if
σ has support only on the non-degenerate part of the
eigenspace of O and [O, σ] = 0. This means that if we
measure O in the state σ, the outcome is classical, in the
sense that eigenstates are non-degenerate and have no
correlations among each other.
For the state perspective, the Schatten norm equality holds if and only if rank(Πn σΠn ) = 1 whenever
Πn σΠn 6= 0. This is equivalent to rank(Πn Pσ ) = 1
whenever Πn Pσ 6= 0. The first inequality then requires [Πn σΠn , σ] = 0. In the case rank(Πn Pσ ) = 1,
[Πn σΠn , σ] = 0 implies [Πn , σ] = 0. The proofs of these
claims are collected in Appendix A. Comparing with

the operator perspective, the equality condition in this
case is almost the same yet slightly weaker, in the sense
that it allows the state σ to take support on degenerate
eigenspaces of the operator O, but only 1 dimensional.
Intuitively, if we measure the operator O in the state
σ, it again looks classical. For the support on the nondegenerate eigenspaces of O, they are the same case as in
the state perspective. For the support on the degenerate
eigenspaces, since it only allows 1 dimensional subspace
in each degenerate eigenspace, we cannot tell whether it
is degenerate or not by looking at the outcome of the
measurement in this state σ, so it also looks classical.
We discussed around Eq (34) that the two perspectives give identical results when the projector is of rank
1, which corresponds to the non-degenerate eigenspaces
of the operator O we measure. The distinction lies in the
different treatments of the degenerate eigenspaces. In the
operator perspective, we interpret the post-measurement
state as a maximally mixed state supported on this subspace. While in the state perspective, we just project to
this subspace, retaining the original information of the
state σ in this subspace.
A natural question is whether we can generalize the
discussion of this section from projective measurements
to POVM’s and establish a generalized version of Theorem 1. Straightforward generalization is not always correct. For example,
 in thestate perspective, consider a
2/3 0
qubit state σ =
and POVM operators M1 =
0 1/3




1 0
0 1
|0ih0| =
, M1 = |0ih1| =
. Indeed M1† M1 +
0 0
0 0
M2† M2 = I2 . Now we can compute explicitly that
tr(ρs1 log σ) = log tr(M1† M1 σ) = log 2/3, tr(ρs2 log σ) =
log 2/3, while log tr(M2† M2 σ) = log 1/3. Here ρsn is the
post-measurement state ρsn = Mn σMn† / tr(Mn σMn† ). If
we measure N times and get the quantum cross entropy
and the average negative log-likelihood, the analogy of
the inequality Eq (39) does not hold.
The mathematical origin of this counterexample is that
the POVM operator M2 is different from the usual projective measurement operator P2 = |1ih1| via a unitary, M2 = U P2 . This does not affect the probability of the outcome tr(M2† M2 σ) but will indeed change
the post-measurement state comparing to the projective measurement case ρs2 = M2 σM2† / tr(M2 σM2† ) =
U P2 σP2 U † / tr(P2 σ). When calculating the quantum
cross entropy, this unitary effectively acts on σ hence
changes the reference state.
In this counterexample, the post-measurement states
of the system ρs1 and ρs2 are identical. The distinction
between the measurement result 1 and 2 lies in the postmeasurement state of the ancilla not the system. This
suggests that when studying POVM measurements, only
focusing on the post-measurement state of the system is
not sufficient.

8
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we defined the quantum cross entropy.
We showed its positivity, invariance under unitaries, linearity on the first argument, convexity on the second argument, and joint convexity. Moreover, we proved its
lower bounds, which is related to the quantum fidelity.
We investigated its relation to maximum likelihood principle, a driven force of the developments of many machine learning algorithms. Since our ultimate goal is
to achieve full quantum machine learning, we explored
different notions of quantum data, upon which we constructed the quantum cross entropy. We first showed
that minimizing the quantum cross entropy undisturbed
by quantum measurements is equivalent to maximizing
likelihood. We then examined the case when the quantum cross entropy is reconstructed from the empirical
density matrix based on measurement outcomes, where
the quantum cross entropy is lower-bounded by negative log-likelihood. The differences between two scenarios mainly come from whether the quantum cross entropy
is disturbed by quantum measurements or not. We conclude that to enhance the performances of full quantum
machine learning, it is crucial to apply the deferred measurement principle, so that we can use the undisturbed,
better-behaved quantum cross entropy. For future work,
we aim at designing quantum algorithms which utilize the
quantum cross entropy, and demonstrating its quantum
supremacy.

Appendix A: Supplementary proofs of Remark 1

Claim 1. Let Πn be a projector and σ a density operator with Pσ its support projector, then rank(Πn Pσ ) =
rank(Πn σΠn ).
Proof. On the one hand, Πn σΠn = Πn Pσ σPσ Πn , this
implies rank(Πn σΠn ) ≤ rank(Πn Pσ ). On the other hand,
we can make use of the inequality
rank(AB) + rank(BC) ≤ rank(B) + rank(ABC).
Let A = Πn , B = Pσ and C = σ 1/2 . Note that Pσ σ 1/2 =
σ 1/2 and rank(Pσ ) = rank(σ 1/2 ), the above inequality
implies
rank(Πn Pσ ) ≤ rank(Πn σ 1/2 )
= rank((Πn σ 1/2 )(Πn σ 1/2 )† ) = rank(Πn σΠn ).
Hence, rank(Πn Pσ ) = rank(Πn σΠn ).
Claim 2. Let σ be a density operator and Πn a projector.
If rank(Πn σΠn ) = 1, then [Πn σΠn , σ] = 0 is equivalent
to [Πn , σ] = 0.
Proof. From Claim 1, we can get rank(Πn σ) = 1. So the
singular value decomposition can be written as Πn σ =
U SV † , where S = diag(s, 0, 0, ...) is a rank 1 diagonal
matrix with only first element non-zero, and U, V are
unitaries. The condition [Πn σΠn , σ] = 0 can be written
as
U SV † U SV † = V SU † V SU † .
Defining W = V † U , the above equation can be rewritten
as
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This
setsconstraints to the form of the unitary W =

w ~0
0
~0T W 0 . Here w can take ±1, ±i and W is an arbitrary unitary of one lower dimension. Plugging U = V W
back into Πn σ = U SV † , we find Πn σ = (w/w∗ )σΠn .
w = ±1 leads to [Πn , σ] = 0 and w = ±i leads to
{Πn , σ} = 0. However, if {Πn , σ} = 0, then on the
one hand σΠn = −Πn σ, on the other hand σΠn Πn =
−Πn σΠn = Πn Πn σ = Πn σ. This implies Πn σ = 0,
which contradicts with rank(Πn σ) = 1. So the only possibility is [Πn , σ] = 0.
The other direction is manifest.
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